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Abstract - This paper deals with dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) controlled by a five-level flying-capacitor multi level converter. To
decrease the power-quality disturbances in distribution system, such as voltage imbalances, harmonic voltages, and voltage sags. The
organisation of this paper has been divided into three parts; the first one eliminates the modulation high-frequency harmonics using
filter increase the transient response. The second one deal with the load voltage; and the third is flying capacitors charged with
balanced voltages. The MATLAB simulation results effectively for five level flying capacitor multilevel converters charged with
balanced voltage regulation.
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I.

separate dc voltage sources (also called H-bridge
converter).

INTRODUCTION

Dynamic Voltage Restorers (DVR) are an efficient
and economic means to mitigate voltage sags and
swells. The DVR is a series connected device, which
primarily can protect sensitive electric consumers
against voltage dips and surges in the medium and low
voltage distribution grid. The main components of DVR
are controller, voltage source inverter, energy source for
DC link capacitor, filters and interfacing transformers.
The DVR is basically a voltage source inverter which
compensates the missing voltage by rapidly injecting set
of three phase voltages into the lines via booster
transformer. The voltages can be controlled both in
magnitude as well as phase. The generated voltages are
rapidly injected into the line via booster transformer
without any time delay. This significantly improves the
dynamic response of DVR.

The FC converter has attracted a great deal of
interest in recent years mainly due to a number of
advantageous features. For instance, it seems that the
extension of the converter to higher than three levels is
possibly easier than the NPC alternative in commercial
applications. However, a number of drawbacks need to
be further addressed. These include large capacitor
banks, additional pre charging circuitry, and in
particular voltage imbalance amongst FCs.
Voltage sags are most common power quality
issues which occur in a power system. Sag is a decrease
to between 0.1 and 0.9 p.u. in RMS value at the power
frequency for durations of 0.5 cycles to 1 minute. The
voltage magnitude has to be maintained within the limits
for proper operation of industrial customers which are
sensitive to RMS voltage variations. The sensitive
industrial customers like process automation,
semiconductor manufacturing are very sensitive to RMS
voltage variations. Sag of 70% depth for 6 cycles can
trip Variable Speed Drive (VSD) and sag of 60% for 12
cycles can trip (non linear load). This may lead to
shutdown of plants or restart, reduced customer
satisfaction and huge revenue losses. This explains the
need for sag mitigation. The older techniques for sag
mitigation are network based which includes, Ferroresonant transformers, electronic tap changers and motor
generator sets. The response of such devices is very
sluggish. The need is for devices with sub cycle
response.

The balancing of FC voltages is quite important and
dictates both the safe and efficient operation of the
converter. If voltage imbalance occurs, the quality of the
output voltages will deteriorate and blocking voltages
imposed on certain devices may increase beyond the
rated values. Thus, the safe operation of power devices
cannot be guaranteed.
Therefore, it is necessary to take into account the
balance of FC voltages when designing the control
schemes for the FC converters. There are three types of
multilevel converter topologies namely, the neutralpoint-clamped (NPC) converter, the flying capacitor
(FC) converter, and the cascaded converter with
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The contrrol system preesented in thiss paper has a
wide range off applicability. It is used in a DVR system
v
and
to eliminate voltage sagss, harmonic voltages,
voltage imballances within a bandwidth. Unlike other
control scheemes with a comparablee range off
applicability, only
o
one contrroller is neededd to cancel out
all three distu
urbances simulltaneously, wh
hile exhibiting
good dynamicc performance. On the one hand, a closedloop controllerr, which consissts of a feedbaack of the load
voltage and the
t repetitive controller, guuarantees zero
tracking errorr in steady staate. On the otther hand, the
applied contro
ol strategy for the
t voltage baalancing of the
flying capacitoors, along with
h a feed forwarrd term of the
grid voltage and
a a controlleer for the outpput voltage off
the DVR filterr, provides excellent transientt response.

capacito
or multilevel inverter (FCMLI).
(
FC
CMLI
topologiies are relativeely new comppared to the dioded
clampedd or the caascaded H-briidge cell invverter
topologiies. Redundanncy in the switching
s
stattes is
availablee by using flyiing capacitors instead of clam
mping
diodes. This redundanncy can be used to regulatte the
or voltages andd obtain the saame desired levvel of
capacito
voltage at the output. Figure 1 shows a single--phase
n
of vooltage
five-leveel FCMLI toppology. The number
levels att the output cann be increasedd by adding a pair
p of
complem
mentary switchhes and a capaacitor. Howeveer, all
the capaacitors used inn such topolo
ogies must be rated
identicallly which can prove to be expensive and bulky
in size. The major cchallenge in thhe flying cappacitor
multilev
vel inverter toppologies is thee voltage reguulation
across the
t
capacitors. The switching states and the
polarity of load curreent cause the capacitors eithher to
o discharge siince the currennt can flow thrrough
charge or
more th
han one capaccitor. Therefore, the approopriate
selectionn of switchinng states beco
omes a prioriity in
FCMLI topologies.

This papeer is organized as follows. Th
he model of a
five-level flyinng-capacitor DVR
D
is presentted in Section
II. The compllete control-schheme structuree is studied in
Section III, including th
he three diffe
ferent control
subsystems, naamely, the filter output voltaage controller,
the repetitive control structuure for the load
d voltage, and
r
schem
me.
the flying-capaacitor voltage regulator

Thee flying C1 capacitor is charged to Vdc/2,
V
whereas Fig. 1 depictss a phase leg off a five-level Flying
F
capacito
or converter. One advantaage of the flying
f
capacito
or multilevel converter toppology is thaat the
extensio
on to converterrs with more than three levvels is
easier than in thee neutral-poinnt-clamped option.
Regardinng the five-levvel topology sh
hown in Fig. 1, the
flying capacitors
c
C1 , C2, and C3are chargeed to
3Vdc/4,V
Vdc/2 and Vdcc/4, respectiveely. These swittching
combinaations result inn different charrging or dischaarging
states off the flying cappacitors, which provide a degree of
freedom
m for balancing the flying capaacitor voltagess.
B. Dynnamic Voltage R
Restore(DVR) Connection Syystem
The DV
VR consists of a five-levvel flying-cappacitor
voltage source conveerter and eneergy storage which
w
providess the necessaryy voltage to thee dc link. The series
connectiion of the DV
VR is achieved by means of a
couplingg transformer. A passive LC filter has beenn used
to filter out the high hharmonics generated by the PWM
P
process.

Fig 1: Phase leg of a 5-level flying capaciitor multilevel
VSC
As well as
a the modulattion method ussed to operate
the multilevel converter. Sim
mulation resultts obtained by
implementing the control system and the
t
five-level
flying-capacitoor DVR in MATLAB
M
are presented in
Section IV. Finally, the maain conclusionss are given in
Section V.
MIC VOLTAG
GE RESTOR
RER (DVR)
II. DYNAM
SYSTEM
M CONFIGUR
RATION
A.
A Five-Leveel Flying Capaccitor
The diodes in the diodee-clamped toppology can be
replaced by claamping capaciitors or floatingg capacitors to
clamp the voltages. Such a topology is called flying

Fig 2: Basic
B
scheme of the system
m configurationn with
DVR.
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The equiv
valent circuit for
f the one-linee system is as
shown in figu
ure3. Where Vs
V is the supplly voltage, Zs
models the linne impedance, is the curreent injected by
the supply, which
w
splits att the PCC intto the current
flowing througgh the sensitivve equipment (this
(
current is
divided into the currennt through the
t
coupling
transformer an
nd the current through
t
the fillter capacitor),
and the currennt injected intoo the loads. Thhe voltage
is the measureed voltage at thhe PCC, standss for the DVR
voltage whichh has been moodelled as an ideal voltage
source, the parrameters R andd L are the resistance and the
leakage induuctance, respeectively, of the coupling
transformer Where
W
as
is the capacitor used together
with the couppling- transforrmer leakage inductance to
and
filter out the high-frequency
h
y harmonics. Finally,
V are the volltages across the
t filter capaacitor and the
measured voltage across the sensitivee equipment,
respectively.

With thee following staate-variable moodel for the couupling
transform
mer and the cappacitor set:

⎡ R
−
d ⎡ it (t ) ⎤ ⎢ L
=⎢
⎥
⎢
dt ⎣uc (t ) ⎦ ⎢ 1
⎣ Cf

⎤
0 ⎥ u (t )
⎡
⎤
− 1⎥ ⎢⎣ i (t ) ⎥⎦
⎥
Cf ⎦
(2)

Where the
t
state variables are it (tt ) and u c (t ) , the
control input
i
is u (t ) annd i (t ) is a distturbance input..
•

Flyiing-Capacitor Voltage Contrrol

In thheory, the phase-shifted PWM
M method is aable to
balance the flying-cappacitor voltagees. Nevertheleess, in
y be factors, suuch as
practicall implementations, there may
asymmeetrical conditioons, differentt characteristiccs of
power switch,
s
etc, thaat produce volltage imbalancces in
the flyin
ng capacitors. F
For that reasonn, a control schheme,
which guarantees
g
thee balance of the FC voltagge, is
required
d. Although thhere are severral research papers
p
which reeport on FC vvoltage controll, in this papeer, the
method proposed in has been ussed because of
o its
simplicitty and ease off implementatiion. Voltage coontrol
is based on a closed-looop control schheme which corrrects,
s
by addding a
for eachh switch, the modulating signal
square-w
wave in ordeer to increasee or decreasee the
capacito
or voltages. In tthis paper, onlyy a brief descrription
of the method
m
is provvided since thee algorithm is fully
explaineed.

valent circuit for the DVR
R -connection
Fig 3: Equiv
system.

IV. STU
UDY CASE AND
A
SIMULA
ATION RESUL
LTS
In order
o
to verify the proposed control
c
algorithhm in
a five level flying-ccapacitor DVR
R, the test syystem
depictedd in has been implemented in MATLAB. The
test system is compriseed of a three-pphase voltage source
s
V at 50 Hz whiich feeds a lineear load, a nonnlinear
of 11 kV
load, annd a sensitive load: the lineear load is a threet
phase sq
quirrel-cage innduction motoor of 1350 kW
W, the
nonlineaar load consistts of an uncon
ntrolled three-phase
rectifier with a capaccitive filter in the dc side oof the
rectifier in parallel witth an inductivee-resistive loadd. The
sensitivee load is madde up of a 120-kW three--phase
squirrel--cage inductionn motor and ann inductive-ressistive
load of 300
3 kVA and power factor PF=0.92
P
. Thee fivelevel flyying-capacitor cconverter is co
onnected to thee PCC
by meanns of three singgle-phase couppling transform
mers of
160 kVA
A, with unity turns ratio an
nd a star-connnected
secondarry winding. T
The dc voltagee of the multtilevel
converteer is 8 kV. Thhe output filteer cut-off frequuency
was set at f c = 2 kH
Hz with a caapacitor Cf − 0.5uf .
Finally, the value of each fly
ying capacitoor is
C1 = C 2 = C3 = 2500uF while
the
swittching
frequenccy was set at fsw = 1650 Hz for each switchh. For

OL STRATEG
GY OF FILTE
ER OUTPUT
III. CONTRO
VOLTAG
GE

Fig. 4 : Filter output voltage control scheme.
v
can be
The equation of the sensitivve-equipment voltage
written as

v (t ) = v pcc (t ) + u c (t )

− 1⎤
⎡1
⎥
⎢
t (t ) ⎤
i
⎡
L
+ ⎢L
⎥⎢
⎥
0 ⎥ ⎣uc (t ) ⎦ ⎢ 0
⎦
⎣

(1)
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4) From t = 0.8 s to t = 1.1 s, a two-phase-to-ground
short-circuit fault is applied at the PCC via a 1.8resistor;

the five-level converter studied here (n=5), the effective
switching frequency is

fswT = (n − 1) * fsw = 6600Hz

(3)

The main parameters of the test system are summarized
in Table I.
TABLE I: PARAMETERS OF THE TEST SYSTEM

Fig. 5: Three phase rms voltages. (a) green indicates
across the sensitive equipment (b)blue indicates at PCC

•

Fig. 6 : Line-to-line voltage at the PCC and across the
sensitive equipment.

Simulation Results:

The test system is used to carry out a
comprehensive simulation scenario where the multilevel
DVR and its control system show their worth. The
following sequence of events is assumed to take place:
1) The nonlinear load is connected at time t = 0 s and
the charging of the flying capacitors also starts at
this point in time, a process that is fully completed
at time t = 0.6 s;
2) At this point, the whole control system is activated
and the DVR is connected to the grid together with
the inductive-resistive load (sensitive load);
3) In the time period 0.7–1.1 s, induction motor 1 is
assumed to be connected with a constant rotor
speed of 0.98 p.u.;

Fig. 7: Line-to-line voltages at the PCC
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5) A second induction motor comes into operation
right through the fault period, at t = 0.9 s until the
end of the simulation time;

The voltage across the sensitive equipment is
plotted. The DVR, operated by the control system,
compensates the unbalanced voltages with a fast
transient response owing to the feed forward term of the
sensitive-equipment voltage, while the repetitive control
ensures zero-tracking error in steady state. Furthermore,
the large current drawn by the induction motor 2 at its
connection time t = 0.9 s has no influence in the
transient response of the voltage across the sensitive
equipment due to the feed forward of the load current
(note that only phase A current has been plotted since
the sensitive equipment is a three-phase, three-wire
system and, hence currents are balanced). The rms
values of the fundamental-frequency components are
equal to 11 kV for the three line-to-line voltages across
the sensitive load.

6) The nonlinear load is disconnected at t = 1.3s and,
at this point in time, a second short-circuit fault
applied at the PCC takes place; this time, there is a
three-phase-to-ground fault, with a duration of 200
ms. The total simulation time is 1.6 s.

Fig. 8: Line-to-line voltages across the sensitive
equipment.

Fig. 9: Line-sensitive-equipment current
Fig. 11 : Flying-capacitor voltages of three legs
kilovolts

in

The FC voltage controller keeps constant voltage
without significant variations and no voltage imbalances
in any of the flying capacitors, regardless of whether
there are voltage disturbances at the PCC during the
simulation period. As the simulation results show, the
dynamic performance of the repetitive control is not
impaired by the FC voltage control system. Table II
summarizes the main information of the simulation
results.
TABLE II: FUNDAMENTAL HARMONIC RMS
VALUE AND VOLTAGE TOTAL HARMONIC
DISTORTION OF THE LINE-TO-LINE VOLTAGE
Fig. 10: DVR Multilevel-converter output voltages
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AT THE PCC AND ACROSS THE SENSITIVE
EQUIPMENT FOR DIFFERENT INSTANTS.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper has put forward a DVR based on a five
level flying-capacitor multilevel converter scheme. This
control structure simultaneously cancels out voltage
sags, voltage imbalances, and voltage harmonics other
than high-frequency switching harmonics. The control
system is split into three subsystems: the first one works
to eliminate the resonance peak of the filter used in the
converter output voltage; while the second one is the
repetitive control, which ensures a fast transient
response and zero-tracking error in steady-state for any
sinusoidal reference and for any sinusoidal disturbance
whose frequencies are an integer multiple of the
fundamental frequency. Finally, the third subsystem
maintains constant, balanced voltages in the flying
capacitors.
The control system, together with the DVR, has
been implemented by using the graphical facilities
available in MATLAB simulation. Comprehensive
simulation results using an MV test system show the
DVR’s excellent performance and the control system in
order to protect sensitive equipment from PQ
disturbances.
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